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Welcome to Aquabrass (AB), an innovator in the bath and kitchen industry for 30 years.

You will find us at our offices in Toronto, Vancouver and Phoenix, and at our speci fications  
office in the heart of Soho in New York. But you may find us most at home at our headquarters 
in Montreal. A city where European savoir-faire meets North American practicality, Montreal is 
unconventional, audacious, exhilarating. And our natural habitat.

You will also find AB in homes across North America and throughout the world. Our bathroom 
and kitchen solutions offer discerning buyers exceptional quality, of course; our expertise and 
craftsmanship are second to none. But the flair we add to functionality is what truly sets us apart.

Bathroom and kitchen faucet collections, full body shower systems with steam, chromatherapy 
and aromatherapy, free-standing bathtubs, vanities, washbasins and accessories… all of the 
products we manufacture feature high-performance materials and superb functionality. Most 
are designed for quick and easy installation in new or existing bathrooms of virtually any size or 
style. That’s our North American know-how at work. 

But AB customers also experience our passion for design through our exclusive creations, many 
of them made to measure. We do our own plating. We commission artists. We stop at nothing to 
ensure that every product we manufacture thoroughly delights the customer and authentically 
represents AB. 

Unconventional, audacious, exhilarating.
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Fed from beneath, these valves can fit into 

amazingly cramped spaces. An ingenious 

hot and cold water supply reversal system 

makes it easy to mount them back-to-back.  

With their oversized water inlets and 

high-performance thermostatic cartridges, 

they can manage up to four water circuits 

at the same time without losing their perfect 

precision. They can also accommodate 

harder water, thanks to the materials used.

Sleek, contemporary trim sets with a choice 

of handles complete the european design 

touch.

RELIABLE. 

PRECISE. 

SILENT. 

Each and every Aquabrass thermostatic  

shower valve is a judicious composition of 

the best-performing components available 

on the market and in-house expertise. 

For a flawless temperature control, we select 

French label Vernet, the gold standard  

in thermostatic cartridges. The ceramic 

elements for our diverters and water  

outlets are German, the foundry Italian, the 

engineering Euro-Canadian. Optimized for 

North American construction techniques, 

our valves are essential to the ultimate 

shower experience.

ROUND TRIM SETS  
WITH CHOICE OF HANDLES

SQUARE TRIM SETS  
WITH CHOICE OF HANDLES

DEMI-TOTEM 1/2” THERMOSTATIC VALVE (#12003)
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RAINHEADS
(#810)

CHUTES 
(STREEM #77346)

RECESSED RAINHEADS 
(#820)

HANDSHOWER SETS
(#13646)
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WALLMOUNT RAINHEADS  
(VIRGIN RAIN #2862)

AQUAKIT (antique copper dark finish)

SHOWER COLUMNS
(TEKNO #52635)

SHOWER

Infuse your daily shower with beauty 

and functionality. From the European 

design of an exposed shower column, 

a myriad of recessed, exposed or 

wallmounted multi-function  

rainheads, to cascading body chutes, 

Aquabrass’s broad shower fixtures 

selection offers high performance 

and sleek esthetics to let you  

compose your own personal oasis.

8
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CURA #957 

mist
CURA AQUADEMY #928 

rain chute

CHROMATHERAPY

Chromatherapy is an age-old form of healing that mixes 
color and light, recognized for its ability to improve one’s 
mood and overall health. 

Both Cura Aquademy and Cura rainheads offer healing 
shades of green, red and blue—each one with its own 
therapeutic properties and intensity.

    GREENS 
Harmonize and balance

    REDS 
Stimulate and energize

    BLUES 
Relax and soothe

WATER THERAPY

Whether it be the sensation of a tropical cascade, the soft 
drops of a mist gently falling on your skin or the massage 
effects of a drenching rainfall, the Cura Aquademy and 
Cura rainheads series provide an array of water jet  
options to fit with your exact needs.

CURA #954 
dual cascading chute

CURA AQUADEMY #916 
rain

HOME SPA

Imagine stepping into your shower 

and enjoying an authentic spa  

experience, where you can uplift, 

unwind or simply get away. 

When relaxation and well-being are 

the ultimate quest in a bathroom 

escape, the Cura Aquademy and 

Cura rainheads series are an ideal 

destination for a mental and  

physical boost.

CURTAIN RAIN
Stay warm while lathering up

MIST
Hot or cold water therapy

CASCADING CHUTE
Natural invigorating effect

RAIN CHUTE
Rejuvinating massage for the upper body

RAIN
Full body soaking

AROMATHERAPY

Described as a gentle treatment that uses aromatic plant 
extracts and essential oils, aromatherapy is a natural 
alternative that enhances well-being.

Cura Aquademy rainheads come with a wallmounted 
diffuser system and three unique fragrances.

    FLORAL 
Balancing

  
  ENERGY 
Stimulating

  
  RELAX 
Soothing

CURA AQUADEMY #925 
complete rain
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B-JOU COLLECTION

ALPHA COLLECTIONETNA COLLECTION

METRO COLLECTION

APEX COLLECTION

BATHROOM  
FAUCETS

Both extensive and exquisite, Aquabrass  

bathroom faucet collections are a true  

reflection of the brand’s craftmanship,  

expertise and personality.

Created by some of the world’s most forward- 

thinking designers, each line is carefully crafted 

using only high-quality materials. Not only 

beautifully designed, these collections are  

complete, each offering solutions for diverse 

types of faucet applications, from lavatories 

to tub fillers to bidets. And as details make the 

design, the choice of faucets can also be made 

by type of water flow: aerated, cascading and 

crystal clear.

CHICANE COLLECTION

12
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CUT COLLECTION

OTTO COLLECTION

MINIME COLLECTION
aerated water flow

MARTINI COLLECTION

TIME COLLECTION

VOLARE STRAIGHT COLLECTION BRIDGE COLLECTION

STRING COLLECTION MADISON COLLECTION

STILETTO COLLECTION

MINIME COLLECTION

14
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GEO COLLECTION

BLADE COLLECTION BRIDGE COLLECTION

OTTO COLLECTION

ETNA COLLECTION VOLARE STRAIGHT COLLECTION

CUT COLLECTION SAN REMO COLLECTION ALPHA COLLECTION

XSQUARE COLLECTION

B-JOU COLLECTION
crystal clear water flow 

Square drain (#628) sold separately



19GEO TUB FILLER / TURKS BATHTUB #B0016
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AQUABAGNO  
COLLECTION

The Aquabagno collection comprises eight high style, 

contemporary free-standing bathtubs. Manufactured 

of white stone resin, each design speaks of refined 

quality and gleams with a durable glossy finish  

requiring minimum maintenance. What’s more,  

a wide selection of Aquabrass tub fillers complement 

the bathtub of your choice for deckmount, wallmount or 

floormount applications.
METRO TUB FILLER

(#17N85)
BALI FREE-STANDING BATHTUB  

(#B1021)

BORA FREE-STANDING BATHTUB 
(#B0001)

CHICANE TUB FILLER
(#19085)

IBIZA FREE-STANDING BATHTUB 
(#B1030)

18
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KANVAS™ COLLECTION BASINS 

Choosing the right basin is an  

important task as it sets the tone to the 

overall style and usage of a bathroom.  

It also determines the choice of faucet 

best suitable for the space.

With its clean and modern lines, the 

Lugano countertop basin is a perfect 

option to dress vanities in today’s master 

bathrooms and ensuites. The collection, 

made from stone resin with a resistant 

glossy finish, comes in four different 

widths: from 19" to 39".

To complement smaller areas such as 

powder rooms, free-standing basins 

are the ideal solution. They also make 

a design statement. Aquabrass offers 

three styles made in a glossy stone resin 

- round, square and rectangular - each 

with the option of a platform to install a 

single-hole faucet.
MOSAIK BATHTUB (#B0081)

KANVAS COLLECTION BATHTUB (PAX #B0082)  
CHICANE FAUCET COLLECTION (#19085)

GRAFFITI BATHTUB (#B0080)

 TOP: LUGANO COUNTERTOP BASIN (#17301) WITH  
ALTO WALLMOUNT VANITY (#A3131V) 

STREEM FAUCET (#77314)

 RIGHT: DENALI FREE-STANDING RECTANGULAR BASIN (#18501) 
ETNA FAUCET (#61614)
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Art enters the bathroom with Kanvas™,  

an exclusive collection of hand-painted 

free-standing bathtubs offering three 

unique paintings signed by the artist: 

bright and bold Graffiti, nature-inspired 

Pax and architural Mosaik. Artful, 

playful and beautiful, Kanvas™ is an 

esthetic way to add a distinctive 

touch to any bathroom. 



23METRIKO COLLECTIONALTO COLLECTIONBOSKO COLLECTION

VANITIES

Powder room or master ensuite, a vanity is  

the most functional piece of furniture in the 

bathroom, keeping a variety of personal effects 

both organized and close at hand.

Aquabrass carries a range of five complete  

vanity collections - Bosko, Kolori, Box Uno,  

Alto and Metriko - each offering premium  

quality and a wide range of sizes, finishes  

and colors along with matching units such  

as mirror cabinets, linen cabinets, and  

decorative mirrors.

BOX UNO COLLECTION

BOSKO COLLECTION

22
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PULL-DOWN DUAL STREAM MODES 
(from left to right: BAGUETTE #7145N,  

GINGER PULL-DOWN #6245N, SPAGHETTI #6645N)

PULL-DOWN 
(GINGER BAR #6145B)

KITCHEN FAUCETS

Whether it’s the home chef’s culinary workshop 

or the family’s daily ‘living room’, a well designed 

kitchen is as practical as it is convivial.

Aquabrass kitchen faucets do more than make 

an architectural design statement. They do  

serious kitchen duty. Pull-down or pull-out, 

these super-functional features make any 

cleaning convenient. The spray stream mode 

offers soft water pressure to safely rinse fruits 

and vegetables. A faucet with a side joystick 

lets you place the handle anywhere around the 

sink for better reach.

A stainless steel sink is another great way to 

enhance any kitchen’s functionality, durability 

and style. Handcrafted in Canada, our Atelier 

sinks offer a great variety of sizes, featuring  

three installation methods: flushmount, 

undermount and topmount.

QUINOA FAUCETS #6045J / #6045N
ATELIER UNDERMOUNT KITCHEN SINKS  

#U10-2718-10 / #U10-0826-06

TRADITIONALS 
(CASTELLO #6445N)

PRO-CHEFS  
(left: WIZARD #30045

right: ZEST #3845N)

24
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Fondée en 1986, Aquabrass (AB) est une 
compagnie québécoise de robinetterie 
forte d’une créativité et d’un savoir-faire 
reconnus. AB conçoit des solutions pour la 
salle de bain et la cuisine, alliant la finesse 
du design européen aux réalités pratiques 
du marché nord-américain.

AB est une source inédite de produits  
innovants qui bénéficient tous de maté-
riaux performants, d’une fonctionnalité  
irréprochable et d’un design qui charme 

les sens. La plupart des produits sont 
conçus pour une installation rapide et  
simple dans les salles de bain neuves ou 
existantes, peu importe leur style et leur 
superficie.

AB couvre le marché nord-américain avec 
des centres de distribution stratégiquement 
établis à Montréal, à Toronto, à Vancouver 
et à Phoenix, ainsi qu’une nouvelle salle de 
montre située au cœur du quartier Soho,  
à New York.

CUSTOM FINISHES AND ENGRAVING

A state-of-the-art plating and engraving facility 
located in our Montreal corporate office offers a 
choice of 15 additional finishes to create the perfect 
harmony between your AB products and your decor. 
The engraving option allows you to further personalize 
your space.

LIFETIME WARRANTY

AB faucets and shower fixtures carry a full warranty 
against defects in material, mechanical working parts 
and standard finishes, limited to the original consumer 
purchaser. Custom finishes are warranted for five 
years. Details of the warranty for all other AB  
products are available at aquabrass.com. The limited 
warranty is not transferable and is limited to products 
sold and installed in Canada and the United States.

STANDARD FINISHES

Brushed Nickel 
BN

Polished Chrome 
PC

CUSTOM FINISHES

Black Nickel Matte  
275

Black Nickel 
270

Tuscan Bronze  
365

Antique Copper 
335

Antique Copper 
Dark 345

Venetian Bronze 
355

Gold  
500

Brushed Gold  
515

Rose Gold 
520

Raw Brass  
400

Antique Brass 
435

Satin Chrome  
110

Nickel Silver 
200

Satin Nickel  
Natural 210

Satin Nickel 
 215

PLATING FACILITY - AB MONTREAL

PERSONALIZED  
ENGRAVING



CANADA

AB MONTREAL 1 800 867-8484    

AB TORONTO 1 800 660-4992

AB VANCOUVER 1 888 941-441 1

U.S.A.

AB PHOENIX 1 855 943-2782

AB SOHO NYC 1 212 334-1233

aquabrass.com
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